Notation.
(For definitions of terms used here and proofs of results given here, see [2] .) We shall denote the exterior product of vectors by "A". Thus x is an element of i//(k, n) if and only if there is a linearly independent set of k elements of E",Xy,x2,x3,---,xk; and For peP(m,t), let c(p) be that element of P(m,m -t) such that pUc(p) = /(m).
For x an element of \\i (k, n), *x is that element of \//(n -k, n) defined by
where q is any element of P(n,n -k), and s(q) is -1 to the power of the parity of the permutation (qy,q2,q3,---,q"-k,(cq)y,(cq)2,(cq)3,---,(cq)k). Let J be that mapping of ip (k, n) onto \¡/(n -k, n) defined by J(x) = *x.
Then J can be extended to a nonsingular linear mapping of EN onto itself.
Since k < n, we may consider Ek+X as a subspace of £", and \j/(k, k + 1) as a subset of \j/(k,n). On occasion, we shall find it necessary to use the *-dual of a vector in \j/(k,k + l) "relative to Ek + X." That is, for x an element of \j/(k,k +1) <= \¡/(k,n), Then the set {ep : |)6P(n,lc)} is a basis for EN. For 4eG, and peP(n,fc), let Ap = Aep. Then ApeEN, and it is the pth column vector of the matrix of A. For any qeP(n,k -1), dim(Ç\n(ep)) = k-l, the intersection being taken over all peP(n,k) such that q cz p; and dim(L({ep : q c p e P(n, fc)})) = n -k + 1.
So if 4 e G, and g e P(n, fc -1), and if M = A(L({ep: q cz peP(n,k)})), then dimM = n -fc + 1, and M is spanned by the set {Ap : g c peP(n,k)}. Furthermore, for p e P(n, fc), ^4P e M if and only if q cz p. Since we have excluded the zero vector from \\/(k, n), no linear subspace of EN is contained in i]/(k,n). However, if M is a linear subspace of EN, we shall say M cz \j/(k, ri) if and only if for x e M, if x # 0, then x e \j/(k, n). Now let Q' = L({n(Ap): q' cz peP(n,k)}), and Q" = f]n(Ap), the intersection being taken over all p eP(n,k) such that q" cz p, and assume that dimQ" = fc-1.
Then e-cz^-oczo/.
So the set of all y e i/r(fc, n) such that Q" cz n(y) cz Q' is a subspace of M' n M", but by [1, Vol. 2, Chapter XIV, Theorem I], the dimension of this subspace is 2.
So dim(M' C\M") 2: 2. This is a contradiction. So by Lemma 3.4, dimL({n(Ap): q" czpeP(n,k)}) = fc + 1.
Continuing in this manner, working with one element of q at a time, we conclude that dimL({7iL4p): q cz peP(n,k)}) = fc + 1.
Hence either A or JA satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.5, so the result follows from the fact that J2 = (-1)(*2)L 4. Linear subspaces contained in i//(fc, n). Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 describe the linear subspaces of EN which are contained in i¡/(k,n) in the sense of 2. In this section we give proofs of these two lemmas.
Proof Now assume that there is some Xj, say x3, such that 7t(xi) r>7r(x2) c 7r(x3).
Then we may assume that 7i(x3) = L({e2,e3,e4,•••,ek,ek+2}). Now assume that there is some x¡, such that n(x¡) does not contain 7t(xi) 0 7i(x2). Since dim(7i(xf) nn(xy)) = dim(n(x¡) nn(x2)) -k -1, we can choose a spanning set {ux,u2,u3,---,uk} for 7i(x¡) such that u^^Xj), for i = l,2,3,---,fc-1, and uken(x2). Hence n(x¡) czL({ex,e2,e3,---,ek+1}), and so dim (71 (x¡) n n (x3)) < k-1.
But this contradicts the fact that dim(n(x¡) n7i(x3)) = fc-1. So
and hence m dim Q n(x() = fc-1. ¡=i
Thus far, we have shown that if any three of the spaces n(xx),n(x2),Ti(x3),---,n(xm) intersect in a fc-1 space, then they all intersect in a fc -1 space. Now assume that no three of these spaces intersect in a fc-1 space. Hence, for i # 1,2, 7r(x¡) does not contain n(xx) r\n(x2).
So, as before, tc(x,) c L({ex,e2,e3,-,ek+x}), and so dimL({7c(x,): 1 = i = m}) = fc + 1.
5. Proof of Lemma 3.5. The proof is in two parts. Part 1. We first prove that, given the assumptions of the lemma, there is a set {x1;x2,x3, •■•,x"} cz E", such that (1) <AP) = L({xpl,xP2,xP3,---,xpk})
for any peP(n,k). The proof is by induction on the number of vectors which can be found satisfying (1) . First note that the assumption that for any qeP(n,k -1), the dimension of the intersection of the spaces n(Ap) for q cz peP(n,k) is fc -1, implies that to each q e P(n, fc -1) there is assigned in a one-to-one manner, a fc-1 space S(q) of £", such that
for any peP(n,k), and reP(n,k), such that p # r, and q cz p Or. Obviously, there is a set {xx, x2, x3,---,xk} cz £" such that if p = {1, 2, 3,---,fc}, then (1) is true. So, assume that there exists a set {x1,x2,x3, ■•■,xt} c£" for some integer t, fc_i^n -1, such that (1) holds for any peP(t,k). Let p= {1,2,3,•••,&-!,< + 1}. Then there exists an x(+1e£" such that (1) holds for this p. Let q be an element of P(t,k-1), so ordered that if qsep, then qs = s.
Let p = q u {t + 1}. We wish to show that (1) holds for p. We now define a family of elements of P(n, fc) as follows : This completes the proof of Lemma 3.5.
